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EPER STARTER AND READING CARDS

The starter cards and reading cards are designed for students who

are at a very low level of reading ability in English, and who cannot

yet read the easiest graded readers. The whole set of 70 cards forms

a carefully designed Programme to develop reading skills for exten-

sive reading.

This booklet explains the rationale behind the cards and suggests

how they can be used in class.

PHOTOCOPIABLE MASTERS

All the cards were designed originally to be printed on card and

laminated. However, students wanted to have their own copies on

which they could write notes and fill in answers to the questions. ln

response to this demand, we modified the tasks to allow students

to write the answers on the card, and now provide photocopiable

masters so that students can have their own copies.

You may make as many copies as you wish but only for use within

the school or department that purchased the masters.

It may be quicker and easier to give all the students all the cards at

once but we strongly advise you against this. Maintain a stock of

copies of each card, and allow students to take a second card only

when they have finished tfie first one. Encourage students to keep

their copies in a ring binder. When they have read allthe cards, they

will have a valuable resource for revision.

STARTER CARDS

WHAT ARE THE STARTER CARDS?

THE F'RST SIEP

The starter cards are the first sage in the EPER materials for extensive
reading.

The range of materials begins with the starter cards. ln the complete
se! there are 40 cards, at four different levels. Each card has a title and
a number, e.g. Fomily 1.3: the first figure shows the level of the card, and
the second is the number within the level.

VOCABUIARY

The sarter cards provide students with the words they need for the
next stage of reading. The cards develop nine imporant fields of
vocabulary:

l. being

2. form

4. movement 7. time

5. feeling 8. quantity ond number

3. relotionshrps 6. communicotion 9. dtonge
Each of the cards concentrates on one field of vocabulary - for example
cards 1.4 2.4 3.4 and4.4 all dealwith movement

DES'GN

The starter cards are designed to make the students want to read.

They should be easy and fun to read. They are quite short - only 2 sides

of 44.
The insructions to students "."i@ -.__::: !.. :___
l ne answers to the tasKs are Prlnte\



,ILUSIMT'ONS
The pictures are to help students understand the text The different
types of illusration and texts prepare students for reading a variety
of texts. The illustrations are also pleasing and in many cases amusing;

reading should be fun.

TASKS

The tasks on the starter cards are not. tests. They are designed to
help students to work with the words on the cards. Students are

asked to use the language in a variety of ways - puzzles, sentences

completion, matching, etc. The answers are given on the card for
immediate feedback and to make it possible for students to read

independently.

Students do not write on the cards; they can note their answers

down in their reading notebooks.

\^/HY USE THE STARTER CARDS?

IHE BEG'NNING OF REqD'NG

The starter cards are designed for students who are at a very low
level of reading ability, where they are reading individual words, up to
a level where they can interpret words and short sentences in a
visual/textual context The different levels of difficulty vary in: -

vocabulary load

text length

sentence length

variety of tense and structure
complexity of structure

The starter cards will support )rour students through the early stages

of reading.

DEVELOPING READ'N6 SK'LLS

The starter cards help develop students' reading skills by:

. helping students to reolise thot reoding con be easy ond

fun
. exponding their vocabulory with plenty of visuol support
. exposing students to different structures in controlled

contexts
. familiarising students wrth different reading tosks, help-

ing them to monipulate words for themselves ond to test

their own understonding

THE STARTER CARDS IN CLASS

US'N6 THE CARDS 
'N 

CLASS

The best, way to use the starter cards is for students to work in pairs.

lnstructions for students:

l. Take one card at a time

2. Read the card

3. Do the tasks

4. Check the answers

5. Check any difficulties with the teacher

6. Return the card to the box and choose a new card

RECORD-KEEP'N6

It is useful to keep a simple record of which students have read which

cards. You could use a register like this one:



WHICH LEVEL?

The students whose reading is weakest, should start at level l; better
students can begin at higher levels. lt is important to make sure that
students read all the cards in any one level, and then move up to the

next level, so that they cover all the fields of vocabulary in prepara-

tion for the first level of books.

FOLLOW-UP

Here are some activities to follow on from starter cards reading

sessions:

Give short spelling tests on vocabulary from the
cards

Give vocabulary tests on words by asking student to
label objects or pictures

Ask students to form reading partnerships. Each

student, reads a card, does the tasks and checks the

answers. Then, working in pairs, each students

reads his partner's card, without doing the tasks.

When they have finished reading, they discuss the
tasks with their partner who knows the answers.

READING CARDS

WHAT ARE THE READING CARDS?

THE SECOND SIEP

The reading cards are designed for students who can read beyond

individual words and short sentences, but who are not yet at a level

where they can read the earliestgraded readers. They follow on from
tJre starter cards, and develop the fields of vocabularT and use of
structure which form tlre framework of the starter cards. They
prepare students for reading level G books.

ln the complete set of reading cards, there are 30 cards, at two levels.

Each card has a tide and a number - e.g. Guns for Topoz 1.6: the first
figure shows the level of the reading card.

LANCUACE

The language is strictly controlled. There is a limited glossary of about
600 words in very short texfs. Only simple structures are used, and

each text has a limited variety of structures. The language used in the
cards is as natural and as real as possible within these limia.

TFj(T TYPES

The reading cards are designed to prepare students for reading all

kinds of books in English. There is a variety of text types - cartoons,

continuous prose, dialogues; and the layout and illusrations are

varied.

Some of the texts are based on fact (144 Doys in o bot); some are

rewritten stories (Ioku the Brove) and some are original stories (Guns

for Topaz). All are narratives, since almost all graded readers have a

narrative form.



DES'GN

The reading cards are designed to make students want to read. They
should be easy and fun to read. The texts are long enough to give a

complete story but short enough not to frighten an unpractised

reader. The cards are printed on A3 folded to give three pages of
text and one page of activities. The
and the answers to the tasks are

LEVELS

There are two levels of reading cards:

Leverorue: texts between 150 - 300 words long

only one or two tense times on ony one card

simPle sentence structures

no subordinate clouses

controlled referencing

rePetition to oid comPrehension

LEvelrwo: texts between 250 - 400 words long

up to three tense times on ony ane card

sentence structures with simple subordination

simple reference morkers

Both levels have a range of words from the fields of vocabulary first

encountered in the starter cards (see p4)

DEVELOP'NG READ'N6 SKILIS

The reading cards will help develop students' reading skills by:

' helping students to reolise thot reoding can be eosy ond

even fun

' exponding their vocabulory wtth plenty of visual support'

. exposing students to different structures in controlled

contexts
. e,yposing students to feotures of simple discourse - refen

ence rnorkers, tense/time relctionships, seguencg etc

. o<posing students to different types oFtext

. fomiliarising students with different reoding tosks

' enablingthem to monipulatewords forthemselves ond to

test their own underrtonding

instructions to studeqts are in

( shaded: boxes)

-
,ttUSTMI'ONS
The pictures are to help the students understand the text by

illustrating specific vocabulary and concepts as well as establishing

the context They also make the stories more attractive to read.

IHE READ'NG TASKS

The tasks are not to test the students. They are designed to help

students with their Eeneiral understanding of the texg and to work
with the words from the stories. All the tasks are designed to be

relatively easy to complete, and to take a shorttime. Students write
their answers on the card.

vvHY USE THE READING CARDS?

IHE SECOND SIA6E OF RE4D'N6

The reading cards are designed to take students from the interpre-

tation of words and short sentences in context, to full comprehen-
sion of short and simple texts.



THE READING CARDS IN CLASS

See the section on Using the storter cords in closs (p 6) for ideas on how

)rou can use the reader cards; the procedure is the same for both

types of cards.

FOLLOW-UP

All the activities on p 7 can be used just as well with the reading cards.

Since the reading cards contain complete stories, you can also do

many more kinds of activities; here are a few ideas:

Studene can keep a veq/ simple book record for each

card they read (see p l8); this will be good practice for
reading graded readers.

Ask students to work with their reading partners. They
each read one card, then exchange cards. Then they
help each other to tellthe stories, without looking atthe
cards,

Encourage students to give their opinion of the stories
and have general class discussions - Which one is the
best storyl Which one has the best pictures? Which
one do they not likel
Encourage students to develop ideas from their reading

- to act out a stor), with a friend, or to say what happens

nexg or to draw another illustration for the story.


